Executive Summary

As the world struggles to emerge from a global recession and financial crisis, countries are looking for solutions to improve domestic economic activity, employment, and unemployment.

Energy for Economic Growth

Reports and Statistics

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry - business and economic reports latest studies that cover various regional and foreign markets and provide up to date information on various industries.

Energy and Mines Growth Boost Laos National Economy

Xinhuanet

Committee on Labor and Economic Development

Policies for the NCSL Standing Committee

Assessment of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Risks

NRA carried out falls within the actions undertaken by the Cypriot authorities.

Trade Agreement

Bilateral Cooperation

Reinforced Cooperation

Migration Partnership Framework

Commission announces new migration partnership framework with third countries to better manage migration.

Welcome to the Correlates of War Project

Correlates of War

Welcome to the Correlates of War Cow Project Homepage

Cow seeks to facilitate the collection, dissemination, and use of accurate and reliable quantitative data in

title page to be prepared by graphic design

United Nations

By the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations which in its resolution 1273 xliii adopted on 4 August 1967 requested the Secretary General to set up, commission announces new migration partnership framework
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with third countries to better manage migration.

Strasbourg 7 June 2016
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